Privacy
Privacy Policy
We are committed to protecting your privacy. To make your experience at our website more convenient, we gather information from you.
We maintain the privacy of your information using security technologies and adhere to policies that prevent unauthorized use of your
personal information.
What personal information may we collect, and
how is it used?
We collect two kinds of information: personal information that you
choose to supply us, and non-personal information, such as your IP
address. We use the personal information you supply to send our users
email communications from BBI and our partners. If you would like to be
removed from our email list, you can click the “unsubscribe” button on
your B’nai B’rith email. We may also monitor and track information such
as customer usage patterns of our website. We compile this information
into a statistical aggregate which we use, together with your personal
information, for internal business and administrative purposes, including
improving our website, our operations, and our client service.
Exchange of Addresses
Names and postal addresses of current and former contributors to
B’nai B’rith may be rented or exchanged with other organizations or
publications. B’nai B’rith obtains the names of potential new members by
renting the membership lists or subscriber lists of similar organizations
and publications. Lists may also be exchanged with other organizations.
Whether by exchange or rental, strict privacy procedures protect the
lists.
B’nai B’rith will always honor a member’s request to be removed from
mailing lists made available for exchange or rental. If you would like your
name withheld from our mailing list rental or exchange, please contact
the fundraising department at fundraising@bnaibrith.org or call 800-5739057; please be specific about which address you would like withheld.
Personal information entered on the site is confidential, though we may
share aggregate information about website usage and traffic patterns,
stripped of any personally identifiable information, to third parties to
comply with various reporting obligations and for business or marketing
purposes. We may also share limited personally identifiable information
with third parties on a confidential basis to enable a third party to
perform certain tasks, such as maintain an email list or send email alerts
and/or newsletters, on our behalf.

Security
Our website has security measures in place to protect against the loss,
misuse and alteration of the information under our control.
This includes a firewall and 24-hour monitoring of site activities
by our hosting service provider as well as 128-bit SSL encryption (where
allowable by law) on all transaction-oriented operations between you
and B’nai B’rith via our transaction service provider, Network For Good.
While we use SSL encryption to protect sensitive information online, we
also do everything in our power to protect user-information offline. All
of our users’ information, not just the sensitive information mentioned
above, is restricted in our offices. Only employees who need the
information to perform a specific job (for example, our development and
membership staff, a billing clerk, a customer service representative, or
database administrator) are granted access to personally identifiable
information.
Use of Cookies
Cookies are pieces of information that are stored on your computer
and are used for record-keeping purposes. We may use cookies to
make visiting and using our website easier. Cookies can help us see
which parts of our website are the most or least popular and direct us to
improving our customers’ online experience.
Links to Other Sites
This website provides links to several other third-party websites. While
we choose our links carefully, we are not responsible for the content of
linked websites, or for the privacy policies of these websites. Since we
do not control these websites, we encourage you to review the privacy
policies posted on these third-party websites.
Privacy Policy Changes
We may amend this privacy policy from time to time. We maintain the
option to change this privacy statement at any time by electronic notice
posted on our website. Your use of our website after the date that such
notices are posted will be deemed to be your agreement to the changed
terms.
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